Gamecube turns on but no picture

If your power cord is plugged in but the GameCube will not power up, unplug the power cord
from the back of the GameCube. Check the port to see if in is dusty or dirty. If it is, gently blow
on the area to remove the dust and replug in the power cord. If the GameCube will not turn on,
check on the left and right sides to see if the fan port is clogged. On the sides there is a gridded
square that allows air to flow through the console to cool it. If the port is covered with dust you
may just need to clean out the port to allow cool air to flow through the console again. You may
need to repair or clean the fan. Also, to decrease the chances of this problem happening again,
try to keep your GameCube in an open location where it will not easily suck in dust. If none of
the above options work then your Optical Drive may have malfunctioned. The optical drive is the
drive that reads the disc and transmits the images to your TV. If your GameCube will not turn
on, your optical drive may have malfunctioned. You will need to buy a new optical drive and
replace it. To replace the drive follow the Replacing the Optical Drive Guide. If none of the
problems above seem to fix your GameCube, it may be a Motherboard malfunction. In Nintendo
Products this problem is extremely rare so be sure that none of the solutions above work before
you try this. Open the disc drive and remove the disc. The laser lens is located in the back, and
is mounted along a track. You should see a glass bulb, which is the laser lens. If the bulb looks
dirty or smudged the laser cannot read the disc and no picture will appear on your TV. Get a cue
tip and gently clean off the lens with rubbing alcohol. If the lens looks clean, you may have a
problem with your laser. As GameCubes get older their ability to read discs decreases. You will
have to follow The Turning Up the Laser Power Guide , to open your GameCube up and turn up
the laser's power, which will increase its ability to read discs. If the GameCube will not stay
turned on, check on the left and right sides to see if the fan port is clogged. To decrease the
chances of this problem happening again try to keep your GameCube in a open location where
it will not easily suck in dust. Fix Your Stuff. Nintendo GameCube Troubleshooting. Edit Options
History. GameCube won't turn on. Power Cord Problems. Over Heating. Optical Drive Failure.
Motherboard Failure. GameCube Turns on but no Picture Appears. Dirty Laser Lens. Laser
Failure. GameCube Turns on Briefly. Add Comment. Gamecube fan spins but light doesn't
comes on and game disc doesn't spin. Did you figure it out? I have the same problem. I had this
problem, and now my Gamecube won't turn on at all. Help please? Load more comments. Add
Comment Cancel. View Statistics:. Yellow, Red, and White.. Do you have a nintendo 64? If you
do, you can replace your gamecube wires with the n64's, trust me, it works! I tried it. Try
plugging them out and in again, and if that doesn't work, I don't know what's wrong, sorry. I
think you might not be on the right channel I think it has to be set to I dunno, just a suggestion.
Trending News. Scalise says Biden is president, but there's a catch. Fans mad that joke singers
made it through on 'Idol'. Supreme Court delivers blow to Trump with tax ruling. Deion Sanders
says his office robbed while he coached. Eyewitnesses recall horror of Denver airplane incident.
Dylan Farrow says Woody Allen 'was always hunting me'. Congresswoman: I defaulted on my
student loans. UCLA gymnast tearful as music superstar reaches out. Kate Winslet: Weight
jibes were 'straight-up cruel'. Answer Save. Yellow, Red, White. How do you think about the
answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. I see it as a damaged cable, damaged TV ports,
damaged Gamecube port, or a bad disk. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now.
Before Troubleshooting: Make sure you are using only licensed accessories with your system.
Unlicensed products are not fully compatible with Nintendo systems, and may not work
correctly. What type of video problem are you experiencing? Please click on one of the choices
below. If the problem is happening with just one Game Boy game pak, link here for help. If the
logo remains on the screen, this is usually an indication that the game pak is not fully inserted.
With the power turned off on the system, remove and replace the Game Boy game pak, firmly
inserting it into the system until it "clicks" into place. Turn the power on to see if the game
comes on the screen. If the above steps do not help, your GameBoy Player may need to be
replaced. For information on locating replacements for older products, please click here. If you
are getting nothing but a blank screen after turning on the Nintendo GameCube, try these
steps:. View Current Network Status. Current Location: Nintendo. Change Language. Game Boy
logo stays on screen Picture is blurry, flickering, or scrambled No picture at all blank screen
Can't play a Game Boy Advance Video If the problem is happening with just one Game Boy
game pak, link here for help. Game Boy logo remains on the screen If the logo remains on the
screen, this is usually an indication that the game pak is not fully inserted. If this does not help,
try another game pak. If the second game pak works, then you may want to try our individual
game pak troubleshooting for the game pak that does not work. Nintendo has not tested the use
of multiple Game Boy Players at one time. If you are using more than one, turn off all other
systems to see if the video problem remains. Picture is blurry, flickering, or scrambled If the
image appears blurry, try changing the Screen Size through the Game Boy Player Menu. Some
games may look better when viewed using a different filter. No picture at all blank screen If you

are getting nothing but a blank screen after turning on the Nintendo GameCube, try these steps:
Are you able to play normal Nintendo GameCube games? If not, check out our Nintendo
GameCube troubleshooting. If you are, continue reading the steps below. Check to make sure
that the Start-up Disc is properly installed click here for assistance. If the Start-up Disc is
properly installed, and you are still not seeing any picture, try our Nintendo GameCube disc
troubleshooting. Games are property of their respective owners. Nintendo of America Inc.
Picture this; You wake up in the morning, and you try to turn on your gamecube; you push the
button, and you hear a whirring noise, but nothing else happens. Before you launch into a
bunch of "that's what you get for buying a gamecube. For those of you who love your cube,
though, I hope this helps. If there has recently been a power surge where you live, that may be
responsible for the problem you are having. The symptoms are as follows: the external power
supply functions normally, but when you plug in the cube and push the power button, the fan
turns on, but nothing else happens; no light, no video, no spinning disc, nothing. Nothing you
do changes this condition. So what's wrong? The Nintendo maintenance procedure for fixing
this problem is to replace the entire board, which, obviously, is expensive and wasteful; the
only part that's fried, as it turns out, is the fuse, which, for reasons I will never understand,
Nintendo went out of its way to hide deep inside the system. I'm going to tell you how to take
the system apart and replace the fuse with a cheap, equivalent fuse from radio shack or another
electronic parts supplier. You will need; A fuse; it must be a 5 amp, fast acting fuse I don't know
if you could safely use slow-blow. Any fuse rated lower will blow, and any fuse rated higher will
fry the system. Some wire; nothing special, but I found some thin, stranded wire to be very
cooperative. Something to open the Nintendo screws with; this can be either an official
Nintendo screwdriver or a cheap Bic pen more on this later. A phillip's head screwdriver; you
should probably have several, to guarantee the right size. A soldering iron and solder; optional,
but very helpful; if you don't already know how to solder, I highly recommend you learn; it's
easy and effective. A multimeter; not necessary, but useful if you want to be absolutely sure
what the problem is. Some electrical tape, wire cutters, and a TV to test it on. Many people seem
hesitant to open up the gamecube; I'm not really sure why. Maybe it's because the screws that
hold it together are kind of hidden. Here's how to find them. Turn the cube over so you're
looking at its underside. You should see four round wells, one at each corner. At the bottom of
each, there is a hex-headed Nintendo screw. These four screws are all that is holding the top
and bottom halves of the cube together. Remove them; that should be simple enough with an
official Nintendo screwdriver. If you don't have one, pull the Ink tube out of one of those cheap
Bic pens, and that will fit nicely over the head of the screw, allowing you to turn it out. You have
to push down a bit. Don't use an old pen; the plastic will be too degraded. Fortunately, new
ones cost only a dollar a pack. With all four screws removed, turn the cube back over, and
gently lift the upper shell off. Then proceed to the next step. With the top off, you should see
mostly metal Faraday shielding. Find the port where the power brick plugs into the cube. It
should be mounted on a small plastic assembly that includes the fan and power button. Take off
the screws that hold it into place there are only philip's head screws on the inside and lift the
assembly off it will still be hanging from a wire; don't pull that off! Now remove all the screws
around the edge of the metal shielding, including the four small screws above the memory card
slots you can remove the controller port assembly by pushing in two plastic tabs at its sides
and pulling it up and forward as necessary. It is plugged into the system by a flat cable that can
be easily plugged back in again later. Once all the screws are out, lift off the Faraday shielding,
together with the disc drive which, like the controller port assembly, is merely plugged into the
board, and can be easily plugged back in again later. You should now be looking at the bare
board. So where is the fuse? Look at the corner of the board , where the wire from the power
assembly enters the actual heart of the system. Right next to this connection, you should see a
small, white component with metal caps on both ends, and the letters "KOAC 5A" written on it.
This is the fuse, and the part we suspect is blown. You can check it with a continuity meter. If
the fuse is good, there should be zero resistance. My fuse had some conductivity, but was
clearly blown. If you want more proof, plug in the power brick, push the power button, and do
the following; put the black probe of your multimeter on the grounding strip that goes all the
way around the board, and the red probe on the end of the fuse closest to the power connector;
you should read about 12 volts. Now check the other end of the fuse; if it were working, you
would get 12 volts there too. If it's blown, you'll get no power at all. Now you've identified the
problem, it's time to fix it. First, solder or otherwise affix wires to both ends of the old fuse. This
can be tricky, but be persistent. You could de-solder it and replace it with an identical one, but
there's no point; this works just as well. Now attach the other ends of the wires to the ends of
the new fuse; I used small metal fuse clamps, but you could just wrap the wires around the ends
of the fuse and tape them in place, or even solder them on. Wrap the fuse in tape so it won't

short out against anything, and place it in a convenient spot on the circuit board where it won't
roll around too much. Make sure all your connections are secure polarity doesn't matter, as a
fuse is essentially a wire , and close the cube back up again; plug everything back in, snap[ and
screw all the assemblies bakc on, et cetera, et cetera. Putting it back together is easy once
you've taken it apart. Now that you have it closed up, plug it in, and try to turn it on. It should
function normally. If it doesn't turn on, you may have a bad connection. If it turns of for a
second, and then blows out again, you used the wrong fuse, despite my warning. Open it back
up and replace it with the right one. If it powers up normally, congratulations! You now have a
working gamecube! To ensure the fuse doesn't blow again if there's another power surge, you
should probably plug the system into a surge protector. Reply 5 years ago. Reply 3 years ago.
Hopefully people still come here and will see this. I have two gamecubes that turn on just fine
but it usually goes straight to "An error has occurred. I am unsure on what the problem is and
how to proceed. Any help is appreciated. Reply 4 years ago. Ill be playing and the game cuts in
and out. Its still going but i cant see or hear anything. At first we thought it may be because its
older and my boyfriends laptop took too much power on the strip. Everytime we shut down the
laptop it would work better but now it just gives me more black screen than the game. What
went wrong and how do i fix it? Thank you so much for this, I resurrected my Gamecube
following these instructions, I've never even done soldering before! Thanks too,
chairsgotoschool, my Gamecube is an older one with a tiny brown fuse on the power regulator
board, labelled F1. The same method still worked anyway, cheers!! Thanks, fixed 2 gamecubes
for me. I know there are 3 gamecube types. If you dont want to buy a fuse you can just short the
fuse, solder some wires to it or put some kind of clamp on it for testing purposes but if you
leave it like that it will have no protection so if you short it or a surge happens you will likely
ruin something much hard or impossible to fix. Thanks again! Reply 10 years ago on
Introduction. Re thermal paste or strip the heat syncs. That sounds like an overheating problem.
Try putting a small fan at it's highest speed in front of the intake fan. Exactly; that has nothing
to do with the fuse. If it turns on at all, the fuse is probably fine. Try what camintmier suggests. I
LOVE gamecube, wii sucks soo much, a complete letdown!! I broke mine by accident a couple
of years ago, I still have TONS of games so eventually ill buy another one of of ebay.
Introduction: Resurrect Your Gamecube. By Deutschmann Follow. More by the author:. Did you
make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Tinfoil Embossed Artwork by cfb70 in
Woodworking. GuillaumeL47 2 years ago. Reply Upvote. JesusG33k jtada88 Reply 5 years ago.
ReeceO1 JesusG33k Reply 3 years ago. JorgeL94 4 years ago. RosalinaFan JorgeL94 Reply 3
years ago. You can either replace the drive or swap it out with a WiiKey Fusion. It means that
the disc drive is damaged, you can try and replace it. MikalaB2 4 years ago. CalebP3 5 years
ago. EddieG1 6 years ago on Introduction. Deutschmann camintmier Reply 10 years ago on
Introduction. Log in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. Need help fixing broken Gamecube. Thread starter SirSpanky0 Start date Dec 28,
Status Not open for further replies. So my gamecube randomly stopped working. When I turn
the power on, the fan turns on but that's it. No picture, no light, no disk spinning. Is there a
quick remedy for this? Has this happened to anyone else? Do I have to buy another cube?
Certainly does sound like the power circuitry when caput. Perhaps it gets power to the
motherboard thus fan spin but nothing else? Couldn't say there is any "quick" fix for that. Some
whole component likely needs replaced, assuming your power supply and cabling and all is in
good shape. Sure you don't have a warranty on it? See what Nintendo has to say. Oooh, burn.
Sorry, I've got no idea. SirSpanky0 said:. Well, to start- you have to ask yourself if it's even
worth the time and hassle. No picture, no light , no disk spinning. All was going fine for a day or
so, then it stopped working with only the fan would run on boot. I've tested it using a mates
power adapter and all was working ok so I'd try using a different power adapter before changing
the fuse or taking the thing apart. Though quick note I had a power supply on my GC die as well.
I got a new one and everything has been fine since. Did you ever get to the bottom of this? I am
in exactly the same position now, fan but no LED. I have tried google to try and find which fuse
may be blown but with no luck. Latest posts. Refusing to accept WhatsApp's new privacy
policy? Here's what will happen to your account Dimitriid replied A moment ago. Spotify
announces HiFi lossless streaming tier as a premium add-on coming later this year Shawn
Knight replied 11 minutes ago. SpaceX's first private flight will put a year-old cancer survivor
into orbit OortCloud replied 14 minutes ago. Anatomy of a Gamepad QuantumPhysics replied 24
minutes ago. Ask a Question. TechSpot is dedicated to computer enthusiasts and power users.
Ask a question and give support. Join the community here , it only takes a minute. Have a
question about this project? Sign up for a free GitHub account to open an issue and contact its
maintainers and the community. Already on GitHub? Sign in to your account. The text was
updated successfully, but these errors were encountered:. Update: I tried loading "Animal

Crossing" and after being on the black screen for about a minute or two, the game loaded. I'm
attempting to load "Cel Damage", but it is stuck on the black screen. Let me check and I'll get
back to you. Should I just reformat them again? I formatted each fat32 with 32k. I found my
solution. Thanks for your help! Skip to content. New issue. Jump to bottom. Copy link. What do
I need to do? I didn't download ios Okay I didn't download it. The games are both compatible for
Nintendont, according to the compatibility website. How can I check if I downloaded cios? I
have a SanDisk 16 GB. I'm not sure how to check its speed though.. It says 4. Niamek
mentioned this issue Aug 11, Black screen Sign up for free to join this conversation on GitHub.
Already have an account? Sign in to comment. Linked pull requests. You signed in with another
tab or window. Reload to refresh your session. You signed out in another tab or window. By
Omnom , Feb 1, 46, 36 1. Page 1 of 2. OP Omnom Newbie. Level 2. Joined: Mar 6, Messages: 6
Country:. Picked up a Wii console for a song ie. Completely disassembled the console to give it
a thorough cleaning Beginning to suspect overheating may have been the issue. So, fully
cleaned and carefully reassembled, same issue To be clear, not a black screen Power supply
and video cables both tested with a known good Wii. Cooling fan is spinning. Need to press and
hold the power button for several seconds to turn the Wii off. Holding "reset" when powering on
has no effect I have no information as to whether or not this Wii had been modded in the past.
Tried using a modified Gamecube controller in port 4 to enter maintenance mode, but no effect.
The drive will accept a DVD, but does not spin it up once inserted it will spin it up if the DVD is
in the drive at power-on Also, can't get a Wiimote to sync at all. Been Googling it like crazy for
the past several days, tried everything I could find, but still no dice. Kind of annoyed that I can't
find a solution given that it doesn't "seem" to be completely toast, but I'm almost resigned to
the fact that this one could actually be a hardware failure Any thoughts or suggestions would be
very welcome I'll be the first one to admit that I'm still learning. Please let me know if you need
more info as well. Many thanks for any assistance Level Joined: Mar 8, Messages: 2, Country:. It
sounds like the system has been bricked in some low-level component. Thanks very much for
the reply. From what I've been reading here and there, I was beginning to suspect a low-level
brick I'm learning as I go What I'm curious about is whether it's a hardware failure ie. I find it
kind of frustrating that the unit appears to turn on OK, and that I can turn it off with the power
button as well as opposed to having to unplug it Joined: Mar 11, Messages: Country:. Have you
connected the sensor bar and synced a wiiremote? I only ask because if the wiimote syncs and
vibration is on then you can hover over the channels and choose them. Not sure what use that
would be without knowing if the hbc channel is installed to say: choose hbc and install
priiloader. All while blind obviously. Thanks TheThief for the reply. Yes, I have tried syncing the
Wiimote, to no avail. I have no way of knowing if this Wii has ever been modded, unfortunately.
It's not that this Wii is particularly important, it's just a challenge I want to beat if I can. I've had
it apart, and except for the clogged air intake, nothing seems out of the ordinary It turns on, but
it takes a second long hold of the power button to turn it off, so it's likely frozen on something
but not so completely frozen that I need to unplug it to turn the power off. Frustrating, but I'm
not quite ready to give up yet. After you boot it on it would normally display the health screen
asking for a press of A and it would auto press A if you dont after sometime. Then the wii menu
would show. I've synced a wii remote while waiting in health screen so if you arent able to red
button sync at some point then I doubt the wii is even getting to that sequence of booting.
Chris71Mach1 likes this. Level 7. Joined: Mar 6, Messages: Country:. Either bricked or different
console region than your tv. Joined: Feb 27, Messages: 34 Country:. I messed with a friends wii
once that had a similar problem. I determined that it was actually working without video by
connecting only the audio cable and using the video cable of an xbox. The tv we were using
would not go to the source and play the audio without video, so I had to trick it into having a
video signal then it loaded the xbox screen with the wii audio. In the end this made me realize it
had to be the video out for some reason. I do not solder so I had no idea how to see if I could fix
it by messing with that part of the circuit board. I at least knew it wasnt a brick. Unfortunately it
was never fixed. So it might actually be the video out. If it is that, then good luck on fixing it.
Those are both fair assessments. I've tried syncing the Wiimote from literally half a second after
turning it on, but to no avail. Both the bluetooth and wifi modules have been tested working in a
fully functioning Wii, so they shouldn't be the issue either. Interesting idea nwiifletcher So, still
stuck, I'm afraid. But thanks so much for the idea! Level 1. Joined: Mar 18, Messages: 1
Country:. Any update on this issue? Were you able to fix it at all? I have had the same issue and
am still interested in an attempt to fix it. GBAtemp Patron. Joined: Nov 8, Messages: 12,
Country:. JordanB Advanced Member. Level 4. Joined: Sep 14, Messages: 88 Country:. Joined:
Apr 4, Messages: 1 Country:. Plugged it in with the standard power cord and AV 3 plug hookup
and started it up to notice my TV showed no signal. I thought perhaps it was because my TV is
too new or maybe an issue with it being HD, but I tried with a different tv and still nothing. I

purchased a few different pieces to see what the issue was. I thought maybe the AV wires were
shot so I got a new set and still nothing. Please please please tell me someone has figured this
out and fixed this. I just want to play some old Wii games and kick back! Last edited by
alexander , Apr 4, E1ite and jeannotte like this. Tur7L3 Advanced Member. Level 3. Joined: Nov
15, Messages: 91 Country:. Safetyrs Newbie. Joined: Apr 23, Messages: 1 Country:. I was so
hoping someone found a solution to this since what the OP posted is exactly what just
happened to me after me taking it from one house to another. I can say that it was homebrewed
including bootmi. Jiehfeng Netti Netti. Joined: Aug 15, Messages: 5, Country:. Just happened to
my Wii 2 days ago. Red or Green light and the disc light is fine, but no video or I cannot connect
a controller. Is there any way I could fix this? Ashitaka Newbie. Joined: Oct 13, Messages: 3
Country:. I have similar problem. My wii dont work with av cable but works with components
Does anyone know wtf happening. Av cable works on another wii console You must log in or
sign up to post here. Show Ignored Content. Draft saved Draft deleted. Replies: 1 Views:
Replies: 2 Views: Replies: 3 Views: 1, The Real Jdbye Oct 18, Jaldon , Jan 3, , in forum: Wii Hacking. Replies: 12 Views: 22, Replies: 3 Views: SkeletonSmith Jun 1, Your name or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? W hen I power up my Gamecube, the light comes on then goes right
back out. The internal cooling fan runs, but there's no picture or sound. What could cause this?
Derwin Pike Profile bio tidbit goes here. H ere are some steps you can try first: Make sure the
Nintendo GameCube has good ventilation. For best results, make sure that the system rests on
an open, flat surface. Avoid operating the Nintendo GameCube while it's on carpeting or inside
an enclosed space. Check the vents on the sides of the Nintendo GameCube for a build-up of
dust. The system will shut down if it cannot vent properly to prevent overheating. If there is a
build-up, remove it using a vaccum cleaner with a soft brush attachment. But according to
Nintendo: "If the power light flashes once when power button is pressed, then turns off and
won't turn back on, the system needs repair. No comments Permalink Share No comments. Y ou
may have a damaged memory card or controller. Some non-Nintendo controllers tend to go bad
quickly and when a controller is bad, it brings down the whole system the Gamecube won't
function with them attached. Some fixes are to this is also listed in the instruction booklet
disconnect all controllers, memory cards and other devices such as a GB player or a network
adapter and try turning it on again. If it works, connect one device at a time, turning the 'cube
off between each one, until it stops working. When it refuses to turn on, disconnect the last
device and toss it. If it won't turn on even without any devices, it needs to be serviced by
Nintendo. I am For the past months I've been experiencing an anxiety like feeling. I usually
worry about things that shouldn't be worried about it shouldn't be worried about that much.
Then everyday it keeps happening I keep thinking and then I over think and it could be positive
but if it's negative then it will get me scared or have me keep thinking about it. And everyday I
fidget or walk around non stop back and forth and when I do I think. Good or bad. I think. Most
of the times I overthink and I don't want that feeling. And I can't sleep well at night and I stay up
late. Not like through until the middle of the night but my bed time is usually around or suppose
to be but I usually fall asleep between to about 2 the most. Then when I wake up everyday I feel
like I need to sleep in more because I'm tired and sleepy still. That's just one problem with my
sleep. The other is that I'm afraid sleeping by myself in the dark. I just think if I try to sleep
peacefully then I would hear whispers or I would feel something rub on me and open my eyes
someone would be there. I believe in ghost but that experience never happend with me.
Meaning I know it won't happen but my anxiety is taking over making me scared and rarely
panic sometimes to where I have my mom sleep with me. Or I sleep with the lights on. And next
one is my ear. I think I might either have the mineres disease or tinnitus or whatever because for
years I've been hearing ringing in my ears or left ear mostly. But I still hear it til today like this
moment. Usually at night it gets loud. But on a daily basis I can hear it but it's no big deal. I just
want to get it checked out just to be on the safe side. Rarely it goes to both of my ears or
spreads but mainly it's been on my left ear. It might also be on my right ear but not as much but
Idk. M y girlfriend and I were happy together had a dog lived together and talked of marriage. My
friend would always come over and hang with me, after a while him coming over turned into a
everyday thing. Long story short, situations happend like me and my buddy hanging in the
garage and him saying goodbye and then an hr later I go upstairs and he's sleeping on the floor
next to the couch we're my girlfriend is sleeping. Other things like they had exchanged phone
numbers without me knowing. I asked them both if anything was goin on I felt like an idiot when
they both said no. Time passed then more stuff like I pulled into the grocery mart parking lot
and there sitting there talking. I ended up asking my girlfriend and my friend a ton of times if
what I was feeling like they were hooking up was real No no no your insane and insecure. Ok my
girlfriend ended up leaving me because of all this she told me that they never talked at all. We're

broken up now and my friend still comes around but he dosnt seem like a real friend he says I
would never do that, and then bragged to me the other day about how he hooked up with a
chick who has a boyfriend. M y name is Fabian. So there is this girl i have a big crush on, not
dating I'm not ready to ask her out yet. But her name is Alyssa. I met her in middle school and
me and her still text ALOT, like everyday. We sometimes hang out and chill. She said i am like
one of the realest people out there. I miss texting her more, laughing and having funny and
enjoyable convos, where we texted more and she replied faster. I noticed she has been sleeping
in all day until 5 or 6pm , and she goes to bed earlier then usual, it made no sense to me. She
also hasn't been texting anybody that much and she hasn't been on social media that much, i
asked her and she "said You're the first person to actually notice. Then i asked her what is
causing all that and she said " I just got out of a really toxic friendship and it's been taking a
huge toll on my emotions lately ". Turns out it was her bestfriend Jony they were really close.
She really cared and trusted him. I asked what happened and she said "A lot of manipulation
and mental abuse". What do you think she meant by that and what do you think might of
happened? She said "We still talk a lil bit,, I just needed some space" But to be honest i don't
know how to really help her, i need to find the right words to have her move on and whatever
they have wasn't real anymore. I don't want her to think i am trying to talk her out her feelings, i
also don't want to make her sound guilty or anything like that, i don't want to sound like An
Asshole either. I am that type of person that is always going to be real with people and she
knows that. I want her to be strong. Alot of people hurt. Today however, I felt that the it has now
been causing more issues than benefits, as the windows operating system was still considering
the junction as taking up space around 22 GB and not just a place holder like I had intended, so
I looked up how to delete it the link. What I found told me to just remove it delete it like you
would a normal file, so after going into safe mode and using the built in admin account I was
able to remove the link. I then tried moving the users profile back onto the C drive, but found
that I had no space left on that hard drive. I tried using windows clean up manager to remove
system restore points as well any other temporary files, but I still cannot reserve the 22 GB that
my junction was using. Before this I tried to delete unused programs as well as m
lexus es300 timing belt
ac compressor diagrams
36 volt golf cart motor upgrade
oving documents to reserve space, but was not very effective as most of the space contains
important documents. Is there any other way to get the space back, should I revert back to
using the symbolic link, or am I even using the wrong type of link? M y PS2 turns on, the fan
runs, lights come on, but the tray does not open, nothing shows on the screen, and there's no
sound. I've checked inside for loose wires or cables. What can be wrong? N intendo Gamecube
- light comes on like it's getting power but the disc does not seem to be spinning. Any help for
this? I have a 10 year old mitsubishi rear projection 46 inch tv. When I put the tv on the green
power light in the front on the tv goes on, a picture comes up for less than 5 seconds and then
the tv shuts itself off. How do I fix this? The power seems fine. Ask away and we will do our best
to answer or find someone who can. We try to vet our answers to get you the most acurate
answers. About F. Answerbag Terms of Service Privacy Policy.

